
Recessive Mutations in CFAP74 Cause Primary Ciliary
Dyskinesia with Normal Ciliary Ultrastructure

To the Editor:

Motile cilia and sperm flagella are specialized hair-like organelles
that share a common 91 2 microtubule-based axonemal
ultrastructure of one central pair (CP) complex surrounded by
nine peripheral doublets and numerous associated structures.
Although in respiratory epithelial cells the coordinated ciliary
beating enables mucociliary clearance of the airways, flagellar
beating is essential for sperm cells to propel through the female
reproductive tract for reproduction (1).

Mutations in numerous ciliary genes can lead to various degrees
of ciliary and/or flagellar beating impairment, resulting in different
but partially overlapping disease entities referred to as motile
ciliopathies. Primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) is the hallmark motile
ciliopathy, in which impaired mucociliary clearance ultimately leads
to chronic destructive airway disease primarily characterized by
localized bronchiectasis. Chronic upper respiratory tract symptoms
include rhinitis and/or sinusitis and middle ear involvement. Further
clinical manifestations of PCD can include situs abnormalities,
reduced fertility, and/or rarely hydrocephalus (2). PCD is a rare
disease, and various complex diagnostic steps are necessary to
confirm the diagnosis. Genetic analysis can identify causative
mutations in only about 70% of cases (3). Thus, gene discovery
and adequate clinical phenotyping remains important to improve
PCD diagnostics.

The term “multiple morphological abnormalities of the
sperm flagella” (MMAF) was originally proposed for patients
with asthenoteratozoospermia lacking any additional PCD
specific respiratory symptoms (4). However, this distinction has
become less clear. Mutations in SPEF2, which encodes a
CP-associated protein, were originally described in males with
MMAF but later demonstrated to cause a PCD phenotype (5–7).
CP complex associated defects are difficult to identify because
affected individuals present no situs abnormalities and show
subtle changes in high-speed video microscopy analysis
(HSVMA) (7). CFAP74 (cilia and flagella associated protein 74)
is the mammalian homolog of FAP74, a subunit of the C1d
projection of the central apparatus (Figure E5 in the data
supplement) as demonstrated in Chlamydomonas (8). Flagella of

FAP74 knockdown Chlamydomonas show abnormal beating
patterns with reduced frequencies (9). A recent study
reported two patients with biallelic mutations in CFAP74
that cause MMAF. Both patients also suffered from chronic
airway disease; therefore, PCD was suspected but not
assessed (10).

Here, we report three affected individuals from two families
with compound heterozygous mutations in CFAP74 and
demonstrate abnormal ciliary beating and reduced mucociliary
clearance responsible for the PCD phenotype. (Detailed
methods description, clinical findings, and results are provided
in the data supplement.) Two individuals were identified using a
genetic panel that included CFAP74. Subsequently, genetic
testing of one symptomatic sister was performed using Sanger
sequencing. Three different novel loss-of-function mutations in
CFAP74 were identified (Figures 1A and 1B). OP-3882 II1 and
OP-3882 II2 are siblings descended from a nonconsanguineous
German family. Both were identified with c.907del,
p.Gln303LysfsTer65 and c.4380_4381dup, p.Phe1461SerfsTer12
mutations in CFAP74. In OP-4027 II1, the CFAP74mutation
c.4380_4381dup and also the mutation c.1706dup,
p.Gly570TrpfsTer10 were identified. Segregation analysis of the
parents confirmed compound heterozygosity in all cases. The
absence of CFAP74 in CFAP74-mutant respiratory epithelial
cells was demonstrated by immunoblot analysis of axonemal
extracts using anti-CFAP74 antibodies confirming recessive
loss-of-function mutations in OP-3882 II1 and OP-3882 II2
(Figures 1C–1E).

All three CFAP74-affected individuals have normal
situs composition (situs solitus). Medical histories reported
recurrent respiratory infections of various degrees since early
childhood. Lung function testing gave normal results or minor
alterations in all individuals. Exemplary evidence of upper and
lower airway disease in form of localized bronchiectasis,
polyposis nasi, and pansinusitis is demonstrated in Figures 2A
and 2B. Remarkably, nasal NO production rates were in the
normal range, well over the currently established cutoff value
for PCD diagnosis (11). OP-3882 II1 was diagnosed with
oligoasthenospermia, and most sperm cells presented a mosaic of
MMAF including short, coiled, bent, absent, or irregular wide
flagella (Figure E1).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of respiratory
cilia of two affected subjects proved a regular ciliary
ultrastructure (Figure E2). Consistent with this, high-resolution
immunofluorescence microscopy of respiratory epithelial cells
from all affected showed a normal localization of the outer
dynein arms, nexin-dynein regulatory complexes, and the
CP-associated protein SPEF2 (Figures E3 and E4). HSVMA of
CFAP74-mutant human respiratory epithelial cells showed
reduced ciliary beat frequencies (Figure E6). Subtle abnormalities
of the ciliary beating pattern (CBP) were identified. CBP was
mostly coordinated but showed a slightly reduced beating
amplitude with a partially stiff as well as rotatory pattern
(Videos E01–E04).

Particle transport analyses of air–liquid interface cultured
respiratory epithelial cells showed a nondirected transport and a
significantly reduced particle transport velocity in both CFAP74-
mutant individuals (Figures 2C and E7 and Videos E09–E10).
Mutant respiratory epithelial cells were unable to generate a
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Figure 1. Compound heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in CFAP74 in OP-3882 II1, OP-3882 II2 and OP-4027 II1 cause PCD.
(A) Pedigrees of the two index families are shown. Electropherograms of Sanger sequencing results of CFAP74 amplicons of individuals
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directed fluid flow across the epithelial surface. This finding
provides proof of a decreased ciliary clearance capacity consistent
with chronic airway disease present in the CFAP74-mutant
individuals.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that the CP apparatus-
associated protein CFAP74 not only plays an important role for
sperm architecture and function but is also important for the
integrity of ciliary motility in respiratory epithelial cells and for
sustaining ciliary clearance in the airways. Mutations of CFAP74
result in defects of the CP, explaining the observed subtle CBP
abnormalities. We reported similar subtle beating abnormalities
in individuals carrying pathogenic mutations in genes encoding
other CP associated proteins such as HYDIN and SPEF2 (7, 12).
Like individuals with HYDIN and SPEF2mutations, all
individuals with CFAP74mutations display no laterality defects,
which is consistent with findings in the corresponding mouse
models. In all mouse models for CP defects, no situs
abnormalities have been reported, but they showed airway
disease consistent with PCD (13). The lack of laterality defects in
CFAP74mutations makes it even more difficult to consider an
underlying PCD diagnosis.

Common diagnostic algorithms might not have detected
PCD in the reported patients. Evidence-based guidelines were
published by the European Respiratory Society in 2017 and the
American Thoracic Society in 2018, respectively (14, 15). Nasal
NO measurement is relevant both in the European Respiratory
Society and American Thoracic Society PCD diagnostic
guidelines (14, 15). Even though it is known that normal nasal
NO values cannot rule out PCD diagnosis (16), nasal NO testing
is still widely used as a screening tool, leaving the risk of

abandoning the diagnostic process prematurely. The same
applies to the analysis of ciliary ultrastructure using TEM, where
the diagnostic gap is aggravated as normal nasal NO can coincide
with normal TEM (16, 17). We found normal NO values and
slightly reduced ciliary beat frequencies with subtle beating
abnormalities and normal 91 2 ultrastructure in the affected
individuals. We also checked whether the axonemal
localization of the CP-associated protein SPEF2 is altered
in CFAP74-mutant respiratory cilia (Figure E4). However, we
found no abnormalities, which is probably explained by the
localization of SPEF2 to the C1b projection and CFAP74 to the
C1d projection, respectively (Figure E5). Thus, without genetic
testing and additional assays such as HSVMA and particle
transport analyses, establishing a PCD diagnosis in such cases is
challenging.

Taken together, we demonstrate that pathogenic mutations
in CFAP74 cause PCD with normal situs and contribute to the
genetic and clinical diagnosis of PCD with normal nasal NO
production rates, normal ciliary ultrastructure, and subtle ciliary
beating defects. This highlights the importance of genetic testing
as well as establishing new functional analyses like particle-
tracking experiments (Figure 2C) in the diagnostic process (18).
We conclude that regular screening for CFAP74mutations
should be included for the genetic workup of individuals
suspected to suffer from PCD.

This study was conducted according to the guidelines of the
Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics Committee of the
WestphalianWilhelms University of Muenster (2015-104-f-S).
Informed consent was obtained from all subjects involved in the
study.�

Figure 1. (Continued). OP-3882 II1 and OP-3882 II2 demonstrate a heterozygous deletion of one base pair (CFAP74 c.907del) and on the
second allele, a duplication of two base pairs (CFAP74 c.4380_4381dup) both predicting a premature termination of translation
(p.Gln303LysfsTer65 and p.Phe1461SerfsTer12) (red arrow; amino acids are indicated below nucleotide sequence). The wild-type (WT)
sequence is shown in the top row. Individual OP-3882 I1 carries only the duplication in a heterozygous state, confirming segregation.
Sequencing chromatograms of CFAP74 amplicons of individuals OP-4027 II1 demonstrate the same duplication of two base pairs (CFAP74
c.4380_4381dup) predicting a premature termination of translation (p.Phe1461SerfsTer12) and an additional heterozygous duplication of one
base pair (CFAP74 c.1706dup) resulting in a premature termination of translation (p.Gly570TrpfsTer10 (red arrow; amino acids are indicated
below nucleotide sequence). The WT sequence is shown in the top row. The parents OP-4027 I1 and OP-4027 I2 carry only one of the two
mutations, respectively, in a heterozygous state, confirming segregation. (B) Schematic presentation of CFAP74 on chromosome 1 is shown
along with the transcript diagram. The positions of the identified mutations are indicated by exons highlighted in red. (C–E) Immunoblot analysis
demonstrates the absence of the CFAP74 protein (full-length �179 kDa isoform, Q9C0B2) in CFAP74-mutant respiratory epithelial cells.
Axonemal extracts from CFAP74-mutant and control human primary respiratory epithelial cells were prepared from air–liquid interface (ALI)
cultured respiratory cells. (C) Silver staining after lithium dodecyl sulfate-PAGE of normalized amounts of loaded protein (2 mg per sample)
demonstrates the integrity of protein recovery from the axonemal preparations. (D) Immunoblot using anti-acetylated-a-tubulin (50 kDa)
antibodies also confirmed equal amounts of axonemal proteins. (E) Immunoblot analysis of healthy control axonemal extracts and CFAP74-
mutant axonemal extracts was performed with rabbit polyclonal anti-CFAP74 antibodies. Two bands were detectable in axonemal extracts from
a healthy control subject. The higher molecular weight band corresponds to the predicted protein size of the large CFAP74 isoform (179 kDa).
This band was absent in both CFAP74-mutant axonemal extracts consistent with loss-of function mutations. Only one band at a predicted size
around 100 kDa remained detectable, which probably represents unspecific binding or a shorter CFAP74 isoform.
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Figure 2. CFAP74 mutations lead to chronic airway disease caused by impaired ciliary airway clearance. (A) Computed tomography scans of
the lungs show localized bronchiectasis of the left lower lobe (indicated by black arrows) and dystelectasis of the right middle lobe in OP-3882
II1 (white arrowhead). (B) Images of the paranasal sinus of OP-4027 II1 show polyposis consistent with chronic sinusitis (indicated by asterisks).
(C) Functional analyses of the ciliary beating of respiratory cells of a healthy control and two CFAP74-mutant individuals. Tracking experiments
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Figure 2. (Continued). were performed with fully differentiated respiratory epithelial cells cultured under ALI conditions. Fluorescent beads were
added to the apical compartment of the ALI-filter and recorded. Corresponding differential interference contrast videos were taken to record
cell morphology and ciliary beating. A highly nondirected particle transport was observed in all analyzed cultures from both CFAP74-mutant
individuals. Visualization of the ciliary clearance (particle transport) by means of overlay of the acquired images and direction diagram as vector
(heading) and path representation (trajectories). Scale bars, 100 mm. In the vector representation, the direction of each object is represented as
a colored arrow, where the length of the arrow corresponds to the respective object velocity. In the path representation, a path corresponds to
the real object movements. The length of the paths corresponds to the respective path length.
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